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KIRCHHOFF Automotive is a development partner to the automotive industry for complex metal and hybrid structures for body in white and chassis. We are active all over the globe as a full-service supplier. 
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With its strong brands, KIRCHHOFF Ecotec is the leading provider of technologies for waste disposal logistics and street cleaning. With a great deal of experience and passion, our 6,000 employees are at work for our customers, worldwide every day.
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KIRCHHOFF Mobility is one of the leading suppliers for individual car reconstructions that give people more mobility.
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is one of the leading German manufacturers of professional quality hand tools. WITTE screwdrivers, pliers, bits and bit boxes are delivered to partners in trade and industry worldwide.











                WE.MOVE.FUTURE.
            
The KIRCHHOFF Group traces back to the company Stephan Witte, which was founded in 1785 to produce sewing needles in Iserlohn. The KIRCHHOFF family has solely owned the KIRCHHOFF Group for four generations. Today, the group consists of four business areas: KIRCHHOFF Automotive, KIRCHHOFF Ecotec, WITTE Tools, and KIRCHHOFF Mobility. They currently have achieved a total sales volume of 3.0 billion Euros, with more than 13,000 employees worldwide in 2023.
KIRCHHOFF Automotive is a development partner to the automotive industry for complex metal and hybrid structures for body in white and chassis and is active all over the globe as a full-service supplier.
With our five strong brands – FAUN, ZOELLER, HIDRO-MAK, Superior Pak and FARID – KIRCHHOFF Ecotec is a leading provider of solutions for waste disposal logistics and street cleaning technologies. With more than 175 years of experience behind us, we are specialists in innovative disposal logistics concepts. We operate on four continents but will always be your local partner with a global service possibility.
As a producer of premium screw driving tools WITTE Tools offers his customers excellent product quality and particular sales and marketing concepts.
KIRCHHOFF Mobility is one of the leading suppliers for individual car modifications that give people more mobility.
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